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Abstract
The role of schemas seems to be crucial in general human cognition. Scripts, as a kind of
cognitive schema, seem to be a good model for describing human behavior, and have been
applied as formal elements to create computational models. However, a formal model of how
scripts are created frow external stimuli has not been proposed yet. This paper proposes a
computational process of script acquisition based on activation of perceivable properties. The
activation is used to ﬁnd relations between the abstracted properties and to ﬁlter and group
stimuli into speciﬁc schemas. The output of an implementation of the computational model
has been tested against the result of experiments with humans. Overall results indicate that
the model is plausible and can be used to describe a number of phenomena related to script
acquisition.
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1 Introduction
There is strong evidence that humans organize an important part of knowledge in the so-called
schemas [2, 5]. Schemas are a broad concept covering a very wide range of cognitive structures
including scripts, stereotypes, archetypes and others. According to many theories in cognitive
science, schemas are used to understand the world and act accordingly. Among the heteroge-
neous set of types of schemas, there is one type that is strongly related to Artiﬁcial Intelligence,
the script [8, 1, 9]. There exist several computational approaches to schema inferencing [4,
7] but, to our best knowledge, there is no computational model approximating how script-like
content is stored in human memory. This paper describes an original computational model of
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script acquisition based on basic processes of human psychology, its implementation, and an
experiment evidencing its plausibility.
The proposed model is meant to provide a useful tool for AI systems, and does not make
any assumption about the human cognitive ability beyond the functional similarity evidenced
by the results. The strong dependence on the low level representation of knowledge and symbol
creation make it hard to compare against the underlying human processes, so the relative
contribution of the approach is considered to be practical, and not necessarily descriptive.
2 A Computational Model of Script Construction
The underlying biological processes supporting script construction are still unknown, but the
way in which humans use and describe scripts give useful insight on how to formalize them. A
script in the proposed model is a sequence of formal actions representing speciﬁc property at a
certain instant. The current model assumes a symbolic representation with entities and entities.
Entities are atomic symbols representing cognitive elements: speciﬁc people or things, for exam-
ple. Elements resemble logic atoms, like john, dog or table. Properties link entities together
into semantic units in which the predicate conveys the important cognitive semantics. Prop-
erties form then a vocabulary consisting on simple ﬁrst order logic-like predicates. The predi-
cate is the kernel of the property, and accepts parameters. For instance, in-scene(?entity)
represents a property stating that ?entity (a variable representing any entity, object or per-
son) is in the current scene. For a more speciﬁc example, folding-left-side(male-actor,
paper-airplane) is the property describing that male-actor (a speciﬁc person in the scene)
is folding the left side of paper-airplane, which refers to a paper airplane. The script cre-
ation process is modelled as a pipeline in which raw input is translated into its corresponding
symbolic representation. The symbolic representation is then grouped by salience.
2.1 Methodology: From Raw Input to Symbolic Representation
While there exist approaches to extract semantic information from raw input [6], relying on
a fully automatic translation of language and concepts is beyond the current state of the art,
and therefore it was decided to approximate the study by post-processing human descriptions
after their acquisition. In order to make the comparison between episodic schemas possible, the
human texts coming from the description of the videos, and a detailed description of the videos
for the script generation were formalized by hand. Two diﬀerent, analogous methodologies were
applied. The videos were formalized by sampling every second and extensively describing the
frame. The descriptions were made at object level, identifying each single object and adding the
relevant properties according the objective language (presence, position and interaction with
other objects). This led to the creation of a formal vocabulary according to the language for
properties and entities. The formal language was then used to translate the human descriptions.
In order to do that, the simple sentences the subjects provided were parsed one by one, in order,
and directly translated into one single property. Given the nature of the experiment, most
sentences were directly translatable to the original vocabulary with a reasonably low amount
of completion, but some of them were not coverable by the original vocabulary. For these,
the vocabulary was expanded. Since the original description of the videos was not modiﬁed,
this only increased the distance from the computational version, which is coherent with the
experiment.
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2.2 Chaining
Once the list of snapshot has been created, the algorithm pairs consecutive snapshots. From
input [s0, s1, . . . , sn], it creates [(∅, s0), (s0, s1), (s1, s2), . . . , (sn, ∅)]. Each one of these pairs
implicitly contains the transition information between one snapshot and the next one.
In order to make the transition information explicit, the list of pairs is reﬁned into a list
in which every snapshot is combined with the additions and the deletions from the previ-
ous snapshot. Then, from the list of pairs a new list is produced: [〈s0,+(∅ → s0),−(∅ →
s0)〉, 〈s1,+(s0 → s1),−(s0 → s1)〉, . . . , 〈sn,+(sn → ∅),−(sn → ∅)〉].
In the previous list, +(si → sj) is the set of properties that are included in the snapshot sj
but not in the snapshot si, and −(si → sj) is the set of properties included in si, but not in
sj . This chaining identiﬁes and extract the potentially salient properties, which are those that
change from one snapshot to the next one.
2.3 Filtering
Only those transitions in which something actually happens will be included in the ﬁnal script.
From the list obtained in the chaining process, the irrelevant information is ﬁltered out. This
is an approximation to diﬀerent cognitive theories of attention, including ﬁlters based on raw
input [3] and semantic information [10]. In order to apply the ﬁlter, all elements from the list
of transitions that include no additions and no deletions are ﬁltered, therefore producing a list:
[〈si,+(si−1 → si),−(si−1 → si)〉 | ∀si ∈ T,+(si−1 → si) = ∅ ∧ −(si−1 → si) = ∅], where T is
the full list of transitions.
The resulting ordered set of snapshots contains salient information and excludes non-relevant
properties, and can be further reﬁned into a speciﬁc script, as described next.
2.4 Scripting
The ﬁltered content is then aggregated into individual scenes, which are identiﬁed by similarity:
those sets of sequential samples which share a certain percentage of common properties are
assumed to be part of the same scene. In order to compute this, the ﬁltered content (as described
in sec. 2.3) is sequentially analyzed. If the percentage of added and removed properties in
the current transition is above a parameterizable threshold, its corresponding properties are
assumed to be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from previous ones, and is then considered to describe
something relevant. If the relative amount of changing properties is not above the threshold,
the model assumes that the current perception is still the same as the previous one and there
is nothing relevant in it.
This algorithm works as long as the level of granularity is stable along the description of
each input snapshot. If this is the case, the relative cardinality of the changing properties will
be proportional in all input snapshots, and a constant threshold can be found. Otherwise, the
threshold would have to be dynamic. Fig. 1 shows an example of a script generated by the
model.
3 Experiment
The objective of the experiment was to compare human output against the output of the
implemented system for the same scenes. The working hypothesis is that the average distance
between human descriptions is similar to the distance between human descriptions and computer
descriptions. The experiment consisted of 4 short videos in which several scenes were presented
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to human subjects. The videos described the next scenes in order: (1) an actor making a paper
airplane (1m 32s), (2) a female actor sitting, not doing anything (1m 10s), (3) a female actor
sitting, standing up, leaving the scene, returning to the scene and sitting again (29s), and (4) a
female actor sitting by a male actor. The female actor had the legs crossed and the male actor
had the arms crossed (59s).
The actors did not speak and the videos had no sound in order to avoid extra noise. There
were no camera movements (no pan, zoom or tilt). The type of activities carried out in the
videos were simple and there was no need for the actors to communicate between them. The
actors knew what to do in advance. Subjects were directly addressed by email. A Google Forms
questionnaire was sent to them, and they were given access to the videos, which were privately
uploaded to a YouTube channel created for the experiment. After the initial explanation, the
subjects were presented 4 sections in which they could watch an embedded video (as described
in sec. 3) and, below the video, a text area in which they were free to write as many sentences
as they saw ﬁt and in any form. They were given the opportunity to stop, re-play and see any
part of the video and they could go backwards of forward and modify their answers. In total,
the questionnaire was ﬁlled in by 10 subjects. Their age ranged from 26 and 47. Given the
characteristics and the complexity of the problem studied, it is considered that the task did
not involve any cognitive challenge for them. An overall review of the answers supported this
assumption.
4 Results
Since making a direct comparison between the model and human cognitive behavior is not
possible, the validity of the model has been tested against human responses (described in
sec. 3). The comparison is based on a metric that models the distance between diﬀerent
scripts. Intuitively, this metric tries to approximate how diﬀerent two scripts are. The metric
is computed according to the function formalized in eq. 1. This formula is dependent on a
domain-dependent function, distance, which ﬁnds the distance between two episodes by trying
to match their facts, assuming that this comparison must allow for some degree of abstraction.
The functions assume that there are properties that, while not exactly equal, are so similar at
a certain level of abstraction that they can be considered to represent the same information in
an episodic schema.
distance(f, f ′) =
bestMatch(f, f ′) + bestMatch(f ′, f)
2.0
bestMatch(f, f ′) = 1.0− maximum(|m| , ∀m ∈ allMatches(f, f
′), i > j, xi > xj , ∀i, j)
|f |
(1)
where allMatches returns all possible matches between f and f ′. This is carried out by ﬁnding
all possible matches between f and f ′. A match between fi ∈ f and f ′j ∈ f ′ is found if fi and
f ′j are the same according from an abstract level. This abstract comparison of facts is delegated
into a domain-dependent function that basically checks the semantic relations between the
functions. The bestMatch function returns the relative number of facts that could be successful
matched from f to f ′. allMatches returns all possibilities, but only those ordered are considered
matches because they keep the same sequence of actions in the same order, which is considered
a requirement for a correct comparison of episodes. Table 1 summarizes the average distances
between the output of the computational system and the human descriptions. A total of 10
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responses were collected and formalized according to the guidelines described in sec. 3 (4
videos per subject, a total of 40 short descriptions).
Table 1: Average distances between computational inference out-
put and human descriptions.
Video
Average distance between humans &
computational model
Average distance between
humans
1 6.25% 28.70%
2 6.25% 11.11%
3 21.51% 12.26%
4 29.28% 16.66%
On average, the distance between human descriptions and the computational model is
15.82%, and the average distance between humans is 17.17%. This numbers suggest a rela-
tively high accuracy in the proposed computational model. In some videos, the computational
model performed better (in terms of distance) than the human counter part, while in some other
human agreement was higher. Given the impact of the formalization, the formal language used
for knowledge representation and the deﬁnition of the function for computing abstractions, the
diﬀerences can be due to both the model and these aspects, so it is not yet possible to make
a general claim about the general validity of the model. Nevertheless, given the promising
results, the conclusions are positive in terms of further validation of the model. Fig. 1 shows
a comparison of a script generated by the model and another one formalized from a human
description.
inscene(paperairplane)
inscene(male)
inscene(dentalfloss)
on(paperairplane, desk)
on(dentalfloss, desk)
fold(male, paperairplane, center, nothing)
fold(male, paperairplane, center, openfold)
fold(male, paperairplane, right, nothing)
fold(male, paperairplane, left, nothing)
fold(male, paperairplane, right, tight)
fold(male, paperairplane, left, tight)
fold(male, paperairplane, center, nothing)
fold(male, paperairplane, left, openfold)
fold(male, paperairplane, right, openfold)
fold(male, paperairplane, left, openfold)
on(paperairplane, desk)
fold(somebody, paperairplane, center, nothing)
fold(somebody, paperairplane, center, openfold)
fold(somebody, paperairplane, right, nothing)
fold(somebody, paperairplane, left, nothing)
fold(somebody, paperairplane, right, tight)
fold(somebody, paperairplane, left, tight)
fold(somebody, paperairplane, center, nothing)
fold(somebody, paperairplane, right, openfold)
fold(somebody, paperairplane, left, openfold)
Figure 1: Example descriptions. The left colum shows a formalization carried out by the
computer, the right column has been directly formalized from a human description.
It was observed that there is a strong similarity between human descriptions. A qualitative
analysis of the texts provided by the subjects evidences that, at least for the videos of the
experiment, the diﬀerences between answers were not radically diﬀerent, all subjects tend to
provide a very similar list of sentences, clearly focusing on the most salient, changing properties,
as hypothesized. Additionally, the intuitive similarity found between the descriptions (including
the computationally generated ones), indicates that the implementation of the distance function
(sec. 4) provides a reasonable approximation to the desired behavior.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work
A computational model for building scripts from external input has been proposed. The imple-
mentation has been tested against human behavior, and the empirical results seem promising.
The proposed model covers both a computational algorithm for creating episodic schemas and a
computational metric for testing the quality of the inferred schema. The approach has followed
a clear methodology for proposing a computational models of a particular aspect of human
cognition, namely the design and implementation of a formal model addressing some aspects
inﬂuence by psychology followed by evaluation and comparison against humans. This provides
useful, evidenced insight of the applicability of the model. The qualitative observations are
aligned with the empirical results. However, while the high level of agreement indicates the
research is advancing in the right direction, a general computational model for script creation
needs a detailed deﬁnition of several cognitive aspects, some of them not addressed in this im-
plementation. Further work will iteratively contemplate these aspects. Additionally, the model
still relies on external formalization of input, which introduces noise in the system and makes it
diﬃcult to demonstrate the validity of the model in general. Additionally, the metric used for
evaluation has not been tested against other alternatives for evaluating the implementation.
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